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I. BACKGROUND, FACTS AND STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This is a long and technically complex case with most (but not all) of the essential facts
giving rise to this grievance not in dispute.
On January 7, 2016, Sean Bums, ASM PHL, issued the Grievant, Operations Agent
Agent X, the following Results ofFactfinding-Job Performance-Termination (JX 2) which,
in relevant part, reads as follows:
A fact-finding meeting was held on December 31, 2015, to discuss your alleged job perfonnance
failures on flight 137 on December 20, 2015. Present at this meeting were you, TWU 555
Representative A, Operations Supervisor Rocco Maimone, and myself.

During this meeting we discussed your job performance on flight 137 and the cause of the delay.
After completing the investigation into this matter, and after review of the testimony and documents
provided at the fact-finding, we have concluded that you failed to follow established procedures for
preventing an over grossed flight. This behavior is unacceptable, and is in violation of the Southwest
Airlines Ground Operations Basic Principles of Conduct, including, but not limited to, the following:
14.

Performing your job in a careless, negligent, or unsatisfactory manner.

This is not the first time your behavior has been addressed at work. On January 13, 2015, you
were issued a Letter of Warning for Attitude towards an Internal Customer. On April 7, 2015, you were
issued a Letter of Warning for Job Performance. On November 18, 2015, you were issued a Final Letter of
Warning for job performance. On December 17, 2015, you were issued a final letter of warning and three
disciplinary days off for job performance.
Based on the above, and because of your actions, your employment is hereby terminated.

* * *
A grievance was filed on January 7, 2015 asserting that the discipline was excessive. On
February 1, 1016, the grievance as denied. On February 15, 2016, the grievance was moved to
the System Board of Adjustment, which was held on March 3, 2016 at SWA Headquarters. The
System Board deadlocked. The matter was moved to arbitration. A hearing was held on April
15, 2016 at the Doubletree Dallas Love Field. The parties appeared through their representatives
and entered testimony and exhibits. Post-hearing Briefs were filed on or about May 27, 2016,
and exchanged through the offices of the Arbitrator. The record was closed on that date.
II. ISSUE FOR RESOLUTION
The parties stipulated that the issue for resolution is whether the Grievant was discharged
for just cause and, if not, what shall be the remedy.
III. POSITION OF THE COMPANY
The position of the Company, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing Brief,
is summarized as follows:
In a nutshell, the Company asserts that it had just cause to terminate Agent X's
employment based on multiple job performance problems and violations of Southwest Airlines'
policy. Management points out that during the year prior to his termination, Agent X was issued
the following disciplinary letters/warnings:
On January 13, 2015, Agent X received a Letter of Warning after he displayed an
attitude unbecoming of a Southwest Airlines Employee towards a Ramp Supervisor (EX 1).
Agent X's behavior was in violation of the Southwest Airlines Ground Operations Basic
Principles of Conduct, including but not limited to the following:
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2.
An Employee on duty and in uniform reflects the SWA attitude to our customer on a personal
basis. It is imperative that you remember that your appearance, attitude, and conduct, whether on or off
duty, may be a reflection on SWA, and that you act accordingly.
4.
Complete coordination with Coworkers and Supervisors is required to provide harmonious
working conditions.
Restricting work, using threatening or abusive language, intimidating, coercing or interfering with
8.
fellow Employees or their work.
25.
Southwest does not interfere in the personal affairs of Employees, however conduct on or off the
job which is detrimental to the Company's interest including unacceptable or immoral behavior on
Company property or any adverse conduct reflects on the Company, whether on or off duty, may be caused
for immediate dismissal.

Management asserts that Agent X was advised that any further violations of this nature
will result in discipline, up to and including termination (EX 1 ). Agent X did not grieve this
Letter of Warning and it is currently an active discipline in his file.
On April 7, 2015, Agent X received a Job Performance- Letter of Warning (EX 2) after
he failed to notify the fueler and fill out a new fuel ticket which resulted in a 7 minute delay to
the Company's passengers. Agent X failed to notify the fueler and fill out a new fuel ticket. As
a result, the fueler had to be called back to the aircraft to add additional fuel, which resulted in a
7 minute delay to the Company's passengers. Agent X's behavior was in violation of the
Southwest Airlines Ground Operations Basic Principles of Conduct #14 (EX 2). Agent X was
advised that this was not the first time that his behavior had been addressed at work and any
further instances will result in further discipline (EX 2). Again, Agent X did not grieve this
letter and it is active discipline in his file.
On November 18, 2015, Agent X received a Job Performance-Final Letter of Warning
(EX 3) when he provided the fueler with a ticket that was for the wrong series aircraft, which
resulted in a 19 minute delay to the Company's passengers (EX 3). Agent X's behavior again
was in violation of the Southwest Airlines Ground Operations Basic Principles of Conduct Rule
#14 (Performing your job in a careless, negligent, or unsatisfactory manner)(EX 3). Again,
Agent X was advised and acknowledged that any further instances will result in further
discipline (EX 3). Agent X did not grieve this letter and it is active discipline in his file.
On December 17, 2015, Agent X received a Jopb Performance-Final Letter of Warning
with a three-day suspension (EX 4) when he failed to provide an accurate fuel ticket for Flight
2385. This caused the aircraft to be de-fueled and a subsequent 55 minute OP13 originator delay
to the Company's passengers. In that same letter the Grievant was informed: "Please be advised
that the behavior that you have displayed will not be tolerated. Any further violations of this
nature will result in discipline, up to and including termination. If you are unclear as to what is
expected of you, or there is anything that we can do to assist you, please do not hesitate to
contact a Supervisor of Manager." (EX 4).
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On December 20, 2015- just three (3) days after receiving the December 17, 2015 final
letter of warning- Agent X was assigned to work Flight No. 137, which arrived at 11:02 a.m.
and was scheduled to depart from Philadelphia at 11:50 a.m. As an Operations Agent, Agent X
was responsible for the weight and balance of the aircraft and making sure the flight got out on
time and safely. Agent X was also responsible for preplanning the flight and communicating with
dispatch, customer service and the ramp regarding weight and balance issues. Pursuant to
established procedure, Agent X was required to complete his preplan prior to the 11:02 a.m.
arrival of the flight. However, Agent X did not complete his preplan until 11:13 a.m., eleven
minutes after the flight arrived. In Management's view: "Again, he's supposed to make sure the
weight restrictions are correct, and that nothing goes over the A TOG, the allowable takeoff gross
weight."
At the time of the plan created by Agent X the allowable takeoff gross weight
("ATOG") was at 154.5 which is the maximum structural limit of that particular series of aircraft
(R. 45). Although the aircraft's capacity was 143 passengers, Agent X's preplan was for 138
passengers which immediately resulted in this flight being weight restricted.
At that point, Agent X did not take any precautionary measures to address the weight
restriction issue. Agent X proceeded to load passengers and freight onto the aircraft. After Agent
X loaded the flight with passengers and freight he was over the A TOG by 500 pounds. Agent X
did not contact dispatch until 11:57 a.m., seven (7) minutes after the flight had already taken a
delay and after he had loaded the flight with customers and freight. Management Counsel argues:
And why is he supposed to call dispatch? There are several options. He can get fuel
taken off the plane, a couple of pounds of fuel taken off the plane. He can see, you know,
whether or not they need to take a couple of passengers off the plane, see whether or not
they need to take some nonrevs off the plane. He is supposed to take precautionary
measures at that moment to ensure that once we load the passengers, the flight does not
take a delay and it is not over ATOG. * * * [the Grievant] waited to call dispatch until
after he boarded all the freight, all the passengers on the plane, and he waited to call
dispatch after the flight had already taken in seven-minute delay (R. 11).
Agent X had to contact dispatch two different times to obtain new releases to get the
weight below ATOG. As a result of Agent X's negligence (the flight was supposed to take off at
11:50. He did not call dispatch until 11:57) the flight was delayed for 41 minutes which
inconvenienced the Company's passengers. According to the Company, the Grievant failed to
properly preplan his flight (R. 10). If you are at or near ATOG or over ATOG, you are supposed
to immediately contact dispatch to take precautionary measures to make sure once you load the
flight it is not over ATOG, the Company asserts (R. 12).
Ultimately, Agent X was discharged by Southwest after committing the December 20th
infraction, just three days after he received a Final Letter of Waming and a three day
suspension. In Management's view, the Grievant failed to follow established precautionary
procedures to prevent an overgross flight which caused a 41 minute delay to the Company's
passengers. Clearly, Agent X's ongoing and repeated violations and performance problems
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justified his termination by Southwest. To this end the Company notes that the Grievant had
four "active" disciplinary letters in his file at the time of his termination. All letters were for job
performance including three which resulted in significant delays to the Company's passengers.
The Grievant was not terminated for the December 20th event. Rather, the Grievant was
terminated for overall job performance infirmities in which he caused significant delays. He has
received two different letters of warning, and he has ever accepted a suspension, all of which he
never grieved.
For the above reasons the Company asserts the grievance should be denied in its entirety
and the discharge upheld. Southwest has demonstrated just cause for AgentX's termination by
establishing that (1) its Operations Agents are subject to reasonable rules, regulations, policies
and instructions regarding acceptable performance; (2) Agent X was given notice of these rules,
regulations, policies and instructions; (3) he was also given notice of the consequences for
violating these rules, regulations, policies and instructions and was progressively warned that
further violations could result in termination; (4) Agent X repeatedly violated Southwest rules,
regulations, policies and instructions; and (5) the penalty imposed upon him for his most recent
violation was proportionate to the offense and justified based on his prior work record.
IV. POSITION OF THE UNION
The position of the Union, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing Brief, is
summarized as follows:
A.

The Company did not have just cause to terminate the employment of
Agent X

The Grievant was not responsible for the delay of Flight #137. The Grievant's
termination letter indicates he was terminated for failing to follow established procedures for
preventing a delay. The only Company procedure entered was Company EX 7. In this exhibit, it
gives the Operations Agent a step-by-step of what to do. In Step III it says, "If the estimated
TOW - the actual ATOG = overgross weight ....if it is evident after completing this step that
there may be a weight restriction, the Operations Agent: ...." then lists a list of things to do. The
equation in Step III did not occur until after the Grievant got the actual commodities that were
loaded on the aircraft from the Ramp Lead in the form of a cargo bin loading schedule. Agent
X realized at this point that the ramp loaded more bags than he had planned for and more than
was manifested for the flight, without notifying him first. This brief should probably end here,
says the Union.
The Company maintains that the Grievant should have called dispatch when he
preplanned Flight #137 to a "zero weight." In the Company's exhibit it does not say anywhere
that if the Operations Agent preplans the flight to zero weight that he is supposed to call
dispatch. It does say if the flight is over-grossed to follow the next five steps. The first is to call
dispatch.
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The Company also contends that by the Grievant preplanning his flight to zero he had no
room for error. Ifhe received one more bag, stroller or anything he would be over weight. The
Grievant was not at zero when he completed his preplan. He had all 138 passengers checked in
and only 120 bags checked in. He preplanned for 150 bags, giving himselfa 30-bag cushion.
Manager Sean Bums testified that Agent X's preplan was better than he would have done on
that flight. He also testified that ifhe had done the preplan for the flight it would still have taken
the delay.
Q. Could you tell me how many bags came out ofT point?
A. T point, it says 152.
Q. What did Agent X preplan for?
A. What exhibit were you using?
Q. 6.
A. He preplanned for 150 bags.
Q. That's pretty close, isn't it?
A. It's very close.
Q. I mean, can you -- and a preplan, that's an educated guess based on the
information that you had?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you think he could have gotten any closer than that?
A. Well, ifhe hit 152, that would be pretty close.
Q. Pretty close.
A. I mean, yeah.
Q. I mean, so Agent X's estimate ofhow many bags he was going to get was
spot on?pretty
A. It was very, very, very close.
Q. IfI'm not mistaken, at the system board I asked you based on when he did his
preplan how many bags you thought you would probably get if you were doing the
preplan, ifI'm not mistaken you said about 145.
A. Yeah, ifI was doing a preplan. Yeah, he would have done a more accurate
preplan than I would have done.
Q. So let's say you had preplanned this. Let's say you were doing this flight.
A. Sure.
Q. And you put in all ofthis information for your preplan and you did -- you put
in 145 bags instead of 150.
A. Sure.
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Q. Would this flight still have been overgross?
A. At the end of it?
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Yeah, it would have still ended up overgross (R. 74-75).
The Union points out that the Manager testified that if he had worked the flight it would
have taken the delay. The Company's argument is that since Agent X has prior discipline in his
file, it must be his fault. That discipline is not related to this incident and the Manager could not
have done any better. Agent X gets terminated. Agent X testified that he got the bin slip from
the ramp at push time and a delay was inevitable.
Q. Agent X, you said you received your bin slip at push time.
A. Yes.
Q. Is there any way you weren't going to take a delay on that fright receiving that
bin slip at push time?
A. No, none whatsoever (R. 139).
The Union notes that the Manager also testified that he would not be surprised if the ramp
turned in the bin slip at push time and that it would absolutely cause a delay.
Q. Did you talk to the gate lead?
A. Did I ever talk to the gate lead, no.

flight.

slip?

THE ARBITRATOR: Talk to who?
MR. SMITH: The gate lead. The ramp agent who is in charge of loading that
THE ARBITRATOR: The gate lead?
MR. SMITH: Yes. Yes, sir.
THE ARBITRATOR: Did you talk to the gate lead?
THE WITNESS: I did not.
Q. (BY MR. SMITH) Do you know what time the gate lead turned in his bin
A. No, I do not.
Q. Would you be surprised if the gate lead turned in his bin slip at push time?
A. No.
Q. If the gate lead turns in his bin slip at push time, are we going to take a delay?
A. Most of the time, absolutely (R. 70-71).

The ramp turns in the bin slip at push time. The Manager says this will absolutely cause a
delay. The Grievant, however, is terminated.
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The ramp also added more bags to the flight that were not manifested for the flight (FAA
violation). This information was not given to Agent X which is a Company policy violation.
This was also testified to by the Manager.
Q. If the ramp were going to load additional bags that isn't on the Gate Lead
Report, are they supposed to call the ops agent?
A. Yeah, they should.
Q. Because the ops agent would have no idea they are going to load those bags;
they are not in any of the computer paperwork or anything, right?
A. No, it wouldn't be.
Q. Okay. Did that happen on this flight?
A. I don't know for sure, but probably (R. 70).

* * *
Q. We've got some mystery bags here that's not accounted for on our Gate Lead
Report, right?
A. I don't know if it's a mystery. It's- but it's not there.
Q. We shipped this flight out with this information from the Gate Lead Report
with more bags than what's manifested for, right?
A. Yeah (R. 76).
The ramp loads at least 13 bags that are not manifested, violating FAA and Company
policies, and gives Agent X this information at push time. Agent X gets terminated.
B.

Conclusion

The Union points out that Agent X filed a grievance in this case because, unlike the
other instances involving warning letters, he did not do anything wrong. The Grievant, on this
date, executed a preplan prior to the arrival of the flight, which is exactly what the Ground Ops
Manual requires (R. 16). You do not finalize your preplan. The closer you get to push time is
when you finalize the preplan. It is at that time that information is more accurate.
According to Union Counsel:
At approximately 37 minutes to departure, [Agent X] goes back to finalize his
preplan because now it's going to give you the more- most accurate information that
you have prior to takeoff. So now all 138 passengers are checked in. Everybody is
checked in. It's 37 minutes to departure. Everybody should be at the gate. Now he has
120 bags. 120 bags checked in. All his passengers are checked in. Everybody should be
at the gate. He has a 30-bag cushion to the 150.
Even the Manager testified at System Board that he wouldn't have even said he
was going to get 150. He said he would probably do his preplan at 145. The Manager
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also testified that Agent X did a better preplan that he would have. But somehow, okay,
Agent X continues to work the flight. He finalizes his preplan at that time. Everything is
good to go. If it's not, you can't finalize the preplan.
Ifthere is a discrepancy, an error message comes up on his computer and says you
can't go any further, meaning you can't print the bin slip, you can't do anything to give to
the ramp to load the aircraft. You can't do anything at that point. It won't let you. And
that's only if you're over ATOG. And since he's not over ATOG, he's exactly even,
which is what you want to be. You want to load every possible thing you can on the
aircraft to get it out ofthere. You want to take all the freight, all the co mat, all the bags,
everything you can possibly get, you want to take on there, so he preplanned it at zero,
which is what you do. No error message comes up. There is nothing in the Ground Ops
Manual, as you will see today, that says to call dispatch ifyou preplan to zero (R. 19-20).
In the Union's view, Agent X was terminated for failing to following established
procedures. This procedure does not identify that the Operations Agent should call
dispatch if he preplans his flight to zero weight. It says to call dispatch when you are overgrossed. Agent X did t hat . The Grievant contacted the Ramp Supervisor while making the
determination that they could take up to 150 bags. The Supervisor should have called Agent X
when they exceeded that amount. The ramp loaded at least 13 bags that were not manifested for
the flight at issue. The Ramp Supervisor should have notified Agent X ofthis prior to loading
those bags so the Grievant could have taken action at that time. The Gate Lead should have
given the Grievant the bin slip at least 10 minutes prior to departure, not at push time, so he
could have known ifany action was needed prior to push time. The Manager testified that ifhe
had worked flight 137 it would have been over-grossed and taken a delay. Agent X was not
terminated for a mistake he made. He was terminated for a delay that took place and he had
unrelated discipline in his file, so it must have been his fault. The best evidence in this case is
probably the cross examination ofthe Grievant by the Southwest attorney. Agent X never
waivered. The Grievant gave credible, consistent testimony. The Company kept saying
throughout the hearing that Agent X preplanned to zero and had no room for error. That is
simply not true. When Agent X completed his preplan, he had planned with the Ramp Supervisor
for a maximum of 150 bags. At that time, he only had 120 bags - well below the zero weight. If
the ramp had notified Agent X ofthe extra bags that were not manifested for that flight and
gotten him the bin slip on time, this delay could have been avoided. 1 While there were
As indicated by Union Counsel:
On the bin slip, the ramp writes down with a requirement of 100 percent accuracy what's on the aircraft, what
they loaded on the aircraft. Okay. So now he gets the bin slip back. That's the numbers that he has to punch in for the
loading schedule so he can print it off and give it to the pilot.
At this time, there is 165 bags. That's the discrepancy. Nobody can tell anybody where those extra bags cam
from. They are not on the Gate Lead Report. SO somebody loaded bags that we can't account for. There's also a
bunch of freight that's not on the Gate Lead Report. Somebody loaded freight that's not manifested for this flight,
* * * So that's the error. But the ramp didn't get the bin slip back until push time. So he can't even start doing his
loading schedule until the flight has taken a delay. That's not his fault. He doesn't work the ramp. He doesn't load the
plane. When they finish doing their job, they give him the paperwork so he can complete his. So when he puts the
information into the loading schedule, it's now overgrossed by 15 bags. Nobody can tell us where those bags came
from. (R. 21-22).
Once the Grievant got an error message indicating he was over ATOG, and that he should call dispatch, that us what he
did. Eventually the pilot got involved and got the fuel weight changed, which only he can do, and the plane is allowed to leave.
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mistakes made on this flight, the Grievant did not make them. Even the Manager would have
taken the delay.
In Union Counsel's words:
Agent X didn't do anything wrong in his preplan. The manager testified at System
Board that Agent X did a better preplan than he did. Vance, in his closing argument at
System Board, said Agent X did a great preplan; that he should have just called dispatch
because he preplanned it to zero weight, zero tolerance. There is nothing in our policies
that say you have to call dispatch. The computer basically makes dummies out ofus
now. It tells you when you have to do things or it won't let you proceed ifyou're not
within tolerance. It let Agent X proceed because there was no error at that time. (R.
23-24).
Agent X has unrelated (to this incident) discipline in his file. The mistakes that the
Grievant made were pertaining to the fuel slips on the aircraft. That's what he was disciplined
for in the prior year. There was no mistake made as it pertains to the fuel slip on this flight
(#137) on this day (December 20th). The Grievant did his job as outlined in the Ground Ops
Manual - he called dispatch, he called customer service, he notified the pilot. He did the things
that were outlined on the list (R. 26). Again, according to the Union: "But when you've got
mystery bags that show up that nobody can show where they come from, you've got freight
that's not manifested on this flight, problems are going to happen, but you can't blame the ops
agent for it. The ops agent enters the data that he's given, and based on the data he was given, he
had a good preplan." (R. 26).
Agent X has received over 25 commendations and "Kick Tails" in the past year alone (27
to be exact). He also has solid above-average evaluations. Ifthe Manager would have
over-grossed this flight, so would any other Operations Agent. A proper investigation would
have revealed this and steps could have been taken to fix the problem. Agent X is not the
problem and should not have been terminated.
Remedy Sought. The Union, the Grievant's family, and the Grievant respectfully ask
that this grievance be awarded and that Agent X be reinstated to his position as a Southwest
Airlines Ramp agent in Philadelphia with full back pay, full seniority, all benefits, and to be
made whole in every way.

V. RELEVANT CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS AND WORK RULES
ARTICLE TWO
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

* * *
C.
Reasonable Work Rules. Employees covered by this Agreement shall be governed by
all reasonable Company rules and regulations previously or hereafter issued by proper authority
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*
Ensure that the determined Maximum Zero Fuel Weight (MZFW) and Allowable Takeoff
Gross Weight (ATOG) are not exceeded.
*
Ensure that the aircraft is within index unit balance limits at Zero Fuel Weight (ZFW)
and TakeoffWeight (TOW).
*

Determine the allowable fuel in a tanker situation.

(6.1 Preflight Planning; EX 8)
VI. DISCUSSION

The National Academy of Arbitrators, in their recent text The Common Law ofthe
Workplace 177 (BNA Books, 2005)(second edition) considered the issue ofjust cause and had
this to say on the issue:
§6.5.

Reasons Constituting Just Cause

(1) The essence of the just cause principle is the requirement that an employer
must have some demonstrable reason for imposing discipline. The reason must concern
the employee's ability, work performance, or conduct, or the employer's legitimate
business needs.
(2) Ability and performance. An employer may discipline an employee for
failure to meet reasonable work standards.
(3) Conduct. An employer may discipline an employee for violations of
stated or generally known and reasonable work rules and expectations.
(4) Business necessity. A termination for business reasons other than the
employee's ability, work performance, or conduct is normally not regarded as discipline.
A layofffor lack of work, for instance, is not disciplinary. In rare cases, however, a
termination that is in fact within the classification of disciplinary and that would not
otherwise be permissible may be justified for business reasons.
(5) Just cause is not synonymous with "fault." An employee may violate work
rules and merit discipline even if the employer cannot prove the employee
actually intended the violation.
What is clear from reading arbitrators' decisions in the area ofjust cause is that any
determination ofjust cause requires two separate considerations: (1) Whether the employee is
guilty of misconduct, and (2) assuming guilt, whether the discipline imposed is a reasonable
penalty under the circumstances of the case. The universal rule in grievance arbitration is that
the Employer must carry the burden of proof ofjust cause in a discipline or discharge case. One
Arbitrator summarized the above principles in American Airlines & TWU 568, Case M-339-01
(Sergent, 2001)(Agent B, grievant) as follows:
The parties have stipulated that the issue to be resolved in this case is whether the
grievant was discharged for just cause. Although the term ''just cause" is not defined in
the collective bargaining agreement, its meaning can be ascertained by referring to
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arbitral precedent. As traditionally explained by arbitrators, the just cause concept
requires that the Employer bear the burden of proving that the grievant has in fact
committed the offense which he is accused; that the offense is one for which
discharge is an appropriate penalty in light of all the facts and circumstances
reflected by the record as a whole; and that the grievant knew or reasonably could
have been expected to know that such misconduct could subject him to discharge.
Once proof of the offense has been established, the determination as to the
appropriate penalty lies generally with the discretion of Management. However, some
limited arbitral review with respect to that issue is not only proper but also necessary to
ensure that the element of fairness that is essential to the integrity of the process is
achieved. In that regard it is generally understood that if the penalty is so harsh given the
nature of the offense and any mitigating factors that it is found to be fundamentally
unfair, or if it was imposed for proscribed reasons other than the underlying offense, or if
it was imposed in a manner that denies the grievant his due process rights, the penalty
may be overturned or modified by an arbitrator.
Id. at 13-14 (emphasis mine). Accord: City of Chicago & Chicago Firefighters Union,
Local No. 2, Case 51 390 0517 91 (Myers 1992)(C, Grievant)("The Employer, of course, bears
the burden of proof here. The Employer first must establish that the Grievant is guilty of the
violation with which he was charged, then it must show that the assessed discipline was
appropriate under the circumstances. If the Employer does not meet the first step, then the
assessed discipline need not be analyzed).
Arbitrator Edwin Benn, in City of Chicago & Chicago Firefighters Union, Local No. 2
(Benn 2007), citing the above authority by the NAA, observed that:
In a discipline case the employer best knows why it penalized an employee, often with
grave repercussions for the individual. For these reasons the burden of proof is such
cases traditionally has been placed on the employee.

* * *
The employer bears the burden of proving just cause for discipline. That includes proof
that the level of discipline imposed was appropriate.
Id. at 7.
Finally, of note is a decision reported by Arbitrator Alan Krebs in Alaska Airlines, Inc. &
Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal Association Local 14 (2010), a case cited by the Company in its
post-hearing Brief. In that case Arbitrator Krebs had this to say regarding just cause:
The just cause standard is essentially one of fairness and reasonableness. It is recognized
that Management has a reserved right to effectively manage the enterprise. If its reserved
right to discharge for just cause is exercised fairly and reasonably, such decisions by
Management should not be disturbed by an arbitrator. However, such decisions may be
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overturned, and just cause may be found to be lacking, where the employer has failed to
prove that the employee committed misconduct, or where a decision to discharge is unfair
or outside a reasonable range of responses that Management should be entitled to make
under the circumstances. The Board agrees with the following description of the just
cause standard:
(W]hether a reasonable man taking into account of all relevant circumstances
would find sufficient justification in the conduct of the employee to warrant
discharge.
Id. at 10-11, quoting RCA Communications, Inc., 29 LA (BNA) 567, 571 (Harris, 1957).

A.

Relevant Testimony

Assistant Station Manager Sean Bums testified he worked with Operations Agent Agent
X for about four and one-half years (R. 28). Operations Agents, he said, are responsible for
getting flights out on time and safely. Bums stated he has serious concerns with the Grievant's
job performance- "and it caused significant delays because of errors he made. Whether it was
inaccurate paperwork or in this case making errors in procedures." (R. 29). To this end Mr.
Bums documented the Grievant's past discipline (R. 30-40).
Discussing the incident of December 20, 2015 involving Flight #137, Mr. Bums, when
asked when a preplan is supposed to be done, testified that "You want to- pre being the prefix, it
generally- they want to complete a preplan prior to getting in there and working the flight." (R.
41-41). According to Bums, the Grievant did not complete a preplan prior to the arrival of the
flight- "his preplan was completed at 11:13." The flight arrived at 11:02. Asked if that was a
preplan, Mr. Bums stated: "That's more of a plan accurate- getting pretty accurate with the
information plan." (R. 42). Later, Bums testified that a preplan should be completed "prior to
working the flight." (R. 43). "It should have been done probably, I would want to say, about
10:45ish." (R.43). According to Bums, the Grievant had between 8:55 and 11:02 to complete a
preplan, given that his prior flight was a 9:00 a.m. departure (R. 43).
Q. Would the ops agent- or should an ops agent wait until the actual flight
arrives to conduct their preplan because the numbers will be more accurate?
A. So the longer you wait, obviously, the more accurate information you're going
to get. The closer to that time, you're almost working with actual numbers at that point,
but, yes, they should start their preplan prior to working the flight.
Q. And what's the purpose of starting a preplan prior to working the flight?
What's the purpose of that?
A. Well, that's to start getting a picture of what your flight's going to look like.
That's going to be your setup. You're going to know if there's weight and balance
issues. It's really so you can avoid any errors, maybe unforeseen, you know.
Just for an example- I'm not saying that's happened here, but we're allowed to
check in NFG 30 minutes prior to a flight. So you can kind of plan for a lot of different
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variances. So you just want to give yourself as much opportunity as you can so you can
avoid unnecessary delays. (R. 43-44).
Mr. Burns testified that the Grievant waited until the flight got there to finish it, but he
did complete a plan (R. 44; EX 6). In this case, the ATOG was 154.5, the structural limit of that
particular aircraft (R. 45). The Grievant's plan was at ATOG, which meant he was working a
weight restriction flight.
Q. And what should he have done to prevent it from going over ATOG?
A. And at that point, he should have initially called dispatch and started working
with them, hey, what can you do for me, is there any - Can I get additional weight,
which, in this case he wouldn't have been able to, but that's when they start looking at,
talk to your CSAs, make sure we're not clearing standbys unless you talk to me. Ramp, I
need to know what's going on this flight.
Q. Did he talk to any CSAs?
A. According to him, no.
Q. Okay.
A. And then after - you know, you talk to your ramp. You talk to your fuelers.
Because sometimes dispatch will work with you and say, hey, we added additional fuel
for weather and route. We can reduce that by a little bit or they can maybe change the
route and help.
So there is a few options at that point, and if we're exhausted all those options,
then you want to look - we have an order-of-removal process, so we would have to go
through that point, like, removing general freight. (R. 48-49).
Mr. Burns proceeded to discuss EX 7 & EX 8, the "flowchart" regarding procedures to
follow regarding weights, including ATOG, takeoff weight and overgross (R. 53). According to
Burns, if the flight is over ATOG, dispatch must be contacted (R. 55). Burns maintained that
Agent X did not take precautionary measures to avoid an overgross and an unnecessary delay
(R. 57).
Mr. Burns asserted that the flight was scheduled to depart at 11:50, but it was not until
11:57 that the Grievant took precautionary measures, i.e., the time that he tried to correct his
mistakes (R. 61). In an exchange with Company Counsel, Mr. Burns elaborated why the
Grievant did not follow procedures:
Q. Did Agent X follow established procedures?
A. No.
Q. And why do you say that?
A. So going back to your - the weight-restricted flight. Where is that Company
exhibit? Company Exhibit 7.
Q. Uh-huh.
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A. So after he does his plan, he obviously knew he was at zero. So he does get
the calculation that he's at ATOG.
Q. Now, that says overgross.
A. I agree. Yes, it does. So these are all estimates. He's estimating that I have
no more room to work. I not at full capacity. The passenger - the seat count alone
indicates that, hey, we can't sell these additional seats. I can't put anybody else on this
flight, and that's what I was talking about earlier with the order ofremoval. Once you
get into overgross, then we have to do that process, but that's supposed to prevent this
from happening.
At this point, ifyou start taking these precautionary steps, calling dispatch, hey,
what can you do for me, ifanything, hey, telling the CSAs no standbys, hey- and it's
happened before, too, hey, I can't even let you - you have to cut it off at this passenger
load, we end up paying money to those customers because we just can't put you on that
flight.
Same thing with the fuelers, hey, I need you to hold off until I tell you this is the
fuel we are working with. Same thing with the ramp, here is your loading instructions, if
it's going to be different, hey, what's on your gate right now; do you have additional
freight that will be coming that I don't know about, additional bags; anything like that,
you need to call me. And those are your preventable measures, and then, obviously,
telling the captain, hey, this is what we're working with right now. (R. 64-65).
Discussing the fact-finding, Burns testified that he talked to the Grievant about his
performance regarding Flight #137 and asked him ifhe took any precautionary measures prior to
contacting dispatch for the first time after the flight had suffered a delay. According to Burns, he
did not contact anyone, asserting that he did not feel that he needed to (R. 66). Burns stated he
recommended termination as the appropriate discipline based on the numerous job performance
failures he had in the past 12-month time period (R. 68).
During cross examination Mr. Burns conceded that ifthe ramp was going to load
additional bags that are not on the Gate Lead Report, the Ops Agent should be notified (R. 70).
Mr. Burns did not know ifthis happened on this flight (R. 70). Mr. Burns said he did not talk to
the gate lead, the ramp agent in charge ofloading the flight (R. 71). Burns ask that he would not
have been surprised ifthe gate lead turned in his bin slip at push time (R. 71). He conceded if
the gate lead turns in his slip at push time, a delay is likely (R. 71).
Q. So ifthe gate lead turns in his paperwork to the ops agent- and that's where
the ops agent gets all the final numbers, right?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. All right. Ifhe turns that in at push time- and how long do you think it would
take for the ops agent to put that information into the computer?
A. Three or four minutes.
Q. Would that account for seven minutes to call dispatch?
A. Potentially. (R. 71-72).
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Significantly, the Gate Lead Report for Flight #137 on December 20th, printed out almost
three months after the 20th, indicates that 152 bags came out ofT-point (R. 74). The Grievant
preplanned for 150 bags, considered to be "very close," according to Mr. Bums (R. 74). "It was
very, very, very close," according to Bums (R. 74). Indeed, he acknowledged that Agent X
would have done a more accurate preplan than Bums (R. 75). In an exchange with Mr. Bums,
the Union's point (that the Grievant did a good job on his preplan) is made:
Q. So let's say you had preplanned this. Let's say you were doing this flight.
A. Sure.
Q. And you put in all of this information for your preplan and you did- you put
in 145 bags instead of 150.
A. Sure.
Q. Would this flight still have been overgross?
A. At the end of it?
Q. Uh-huh.
A. Yeah, it would still ended up overgross.
Q. Looking at the Gate Lead Report, it says that you had 152 bags out ofT-point.
Six gate check bags. How many bags actually went on this flight?
A. Lets see. 165.
Q. Where did those bags come from? Where is those extra bags?
A. Well, let's see. I'm sorry. Can I separate this?
Q. If you'd like.
A. Just so I can look at it. So you would have 30 transfers, which would be
accounted for here. In the front, 50 locals, another ten transfers- let's see. 18 bags in
the back and then six throughs. The six throughs are accurate. There's no heavy bag
listed. And what's 60, 91- 151 bags. Yeah, so it would have been- it would have been
added to the flight.
Q. We've got some mystery bags here that's not accounted for on out Gate
Lead Report, right?
A. I don't know if it's a mystery. It's - but it's not there. (R. 75-76).

Q. We shipped this flight out with this information from the Gate Lead Report
with more bags that what's manifested for, right?
A. Yeah.
Q. Are we supposed to do that?
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Discussing EX 7, Mr. Brewer also acknowledged that where it says, "it is evident after
completing this step," the step that it is referring to is Step III (R. 132).
PHL Operations Agent Agent X acknowledged he was working on December 20th.
While lengthy, his story is instructive as to what he did regarding Flight 137:
Approximately an hour before departure, I got a phone call from one ofthe ramp
sups letting me know that we had an extensive amount offreight going on the aircraft.
He wanted to make sure that I was able to take the freight.
So I told him, all right, give me a couple ofminutes, I'll call you back. I was
headed out to my gate. Because it was about an hour usually to get out there, and a little
but early so I could do my normal walk-around the gate, make sure I have no COSs,
which are customers ofsize, anybody with extra bags, strollers, stuff like that.
I went out to the gate, talked to the customer service agent because I heard on the
radio that they had two electric wheelchairs going on the aircraft. So I asked her ifshe
knew what the weights were. She happened to have the weights for me. I asked her if
we had any specials or anything like that going on the aircraft, which would - specials
would be, like, customers ofsize strollers, ifthe flight was restricted in any way, ifthere
were any standbys, and she told me, yes, there was one standby. That's how we came up
with the number ofpassengers of138.
I went in, did my preplan. I talked to the ramp sup, and I asked him, you know,
well, what do you think would be a good amount ofbags that we would have for this
flight because at the time we had 90 bags checked in. And he goes, well, I would - we
would estimate about 150 sound good, and he goes, yeah, about 150 would be perfect.
So we went in. We prepared it for 150 bags, 138 passengers, and almost 1,900 pounds of
freight (R. 134-135).
It is significant that the Grievant did this approximately one hour prior to the flight.
I find it also significant that he talked to the customer service agent and a ramp supervisor.

Agent X testified that about 37 minutes before departure he finalized the preplan (R.
136). The Grievant indicates that he got a call from the freight supervisor asking ifhe was aware
that NFG (next flight guaranteed) freight had to be put on the aircraft (R. 136). The Grievant
testified that at 37 minutes before departure, he had 120 bags checked in and all 138 people
already checked in (R. 136). This, he said, was when he finalized his preplan (R. 136).
Significantly, the Grievant asserted that when he finalized his preplan, he was not at ATOG. He
had 120 bags, and 150 bags would put him at ATOG.
Q. So when you did your preplan, you were not at the takeoff weight?
A. No, I was not.
Q. You had a cushion?
A. I had a 30-bag cushion and approximately 100-pound cushion in weight.
Q. Because you overestimated the freight a little bit?
A. I overestimated the freight, yes.
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A. No, I wasn't.
Q. You were at 120 bags?
A. I was at 120 bags.
Q. Ifyou had called dispatch at that time, what would you have asked them?
A. I would have told them that I needed more weight. They would have asked
me, well, how many bags do you actually have, and I would have told them 120, and they
would have just asked me, well, what do I need extra weight for because you are
underweight.
Q. You still had a thousand pounds?
A. I still had a thousand pounds, yes. (R. 140-142).
The Grievant emphasized that at preplan, he had 120 bags, not 152. The Gate Lead
Report, when entered, showed 152, which he did not have at the time of preplan (R. 142).
In an exchange with Mr. Smith, he continued:
Q. Have you ever had freight loaded on your flight that wasn't manifested for
that flight?
A. Usually, no.
Q. When you did your preplan at 37 minutes prior to departure when you
finalized your preplan, did you see and problem with the preplan?
A. No, I did not.
Q. Were you overgrossed?
A. No, I was not.
Q. Were you atATOG?
A. No.
Q. Was there any reason for you to call dispatch at that time?
A. None whatsoever. (R. 143).
Agent X acknowledged that during the last 12 months he received three (3) letters of
discipline, all involving fuel slips. Asked why he did not grieve them, he responded: "because I
took responsibility that I made a mistake, and I owned up to it." (R. 145). The Grievant stated
he grieved the instant action because "I do not feel that I made a mistake in any wa y." (R. 145).
He conceded that his manager did not offer to retrain him given that he made some mistakes
during a short period oftime (R. 145). He again acknowledged that he had been trained to call
dispatch ifhe was at overgross. With respect to "zero," he maintained that the computer will not
let him proceed any further simply because he is atATOG (R. 146).
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The Grievant testified that if he receives extra bags for a flight, the ramp is required to
notify him if he is to receive bags that are not on the Gate Lead Report (R. 146). Agent X still
had no idea where the extra bags came from (R. 146).
Q. Since you notified the ramp sup of what the maximum bags you can take on
that flight was that day, should you have been notified by the ramp if they exceeded that
amount?
A. Yes.
Q. Did anybody notify you?
A. No, sir, they did not.
Q. If you had been over or if you had - when you were doing your preplan, if you
had thought that you were going to be over, would you have contacted dispatch?
A. Yes.
Q. You would have had to, wouldn't you?
A. Yes, I would.
Q. Wouldn't have let you print the bin slip, would it?
A. No.
Q. When you did your preflight, you said there was no popup that came up on the
computer and let you proceed?
A. Correct.
Q. When you did your loading schedule and the ramp had loaded the extra
luggage that we don't know where it came from on to the flight, did you get a popup
then?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. What did it say?
A. Exceed maximum ATOG, contact dispatch.
Q. Is that what you did?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. At that time, did you advise customer service?
A. Yes, I did. (R. 146-147).
During cross examination the Grievant acknowledged that when he did his preplan, he
only had 120 bags checked in, which he preplanned it for 150 (R. 151-152). He was not over
ATOG at the time (R. 152). His explanation is noteworthy:

* * * At the time when I did my preplan, I only had 120 bags checked in. I had a
30-bag cushion, which with nobody left to check in, you would never have expected to
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get 30 - or in this case, we actually got 45 extra bags. You would never expect to get that
many extra bags with nobody left to be checked in 37 minutes before departure.
Q. So, when you did your preplan you had no idea that there was a possibility
you were going to go over ATOG?
A. Not with a 30-bag cushion, no, and a hundred pound cushion on my freight,
no.
Q. You didn't think it was possible for you to get one additional bag at the time?
A. Was it possible for me to get 121 bags, yes, ofcourse, it was.
Q. I'm asking about one. You didn't think - when did you preplan and you
preplanned it at ATOG A. Right, correct.
Q. - is it your testimony today that you didn't think it was possible that you
would get one additional bag?
A. I didn't think it was possible for it to go to 150 bags, which is what I
preplanned it for with a 30-bag cushion. (R. 153-154).
Asked why he preplanned for 150 bags, Agent X responded: "Because I wanted to make
sure I had plenty ofcushion." (R. 154).
Ops Agent Robert Bettinger (31 years with Southwest Airlines) testified that in his 21
years as an ops agent he had never been trained that ifhe were at or near ATOG he needed to
call dispatch, especially ifthe agent has that much as a cushion (R. 160). "You got that cushion,
you're not calling dispatch. As a matter offact, "ifyou call dispatch at that point they're going
to be pretty upset with you because they're not going to be able to give you any more weight
because you don't need any more weight. You have a cushion." (R. 160). In his words: "IfI
tell them how much cushion I got, they're going to say, call back ifyou get over." (R. 161).
When asked ifhe ever had any discipline come across his desk for an ops agent not
calling dispatch when they preplanned for zero, he answered in the negative (R. 161). He
testified that the Grievant, who was doing his preplan at 37 minutes to departure, was going to
finalize his preplan at 37 minutes to departure and he only has 120 bags, Agent X would not be
at ATOG at that point (R. 161). He acknowledged the Grievant had a 30-bag cushion (R. 161).
He elaborated:
And that also comes from experience ofbeing with the job, working the same flight. 37
minutes to go, all the passengers are already through security. So your passengers are
right there. Their bags should already be checked in. And as a matter offact, they
should be taken out to the gate, I want to say. 45 minutes ahead oftime. So that cushion
that he has there, based on the fact as he'd looking at that monitor, he is seeking 120 bags
checked in. He can see that. That is actual. He should be fine at that point (R. 161-162).
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case:

Later, Mr. Bettinger elaborated on his opinion that the Grievant did nothing wrong in this
As a matter offact, I would be more concerned about how the Company investigated it,
because still to this day, there is no idea where these extra bags came from, which is of
great concern.
Especially, me as an ops agent, I would have done the same. I have 37 minutes to
go. I preplanned it for 150. I'm looking at my screen. It says 120. Now, all ofa sudden
I got 30, extra 40 bags, that's going to put me over, and ifthat's never been found out,
how or why I got that, that's a problem (R. 173).

Operations Agent and former Ramp Supervisor Agent Y acknowledged that in System
Board the Grievant said, that 37 minutes prior to departure, there were 120 bags on hand when
he finalized his preplan, which he set to 150, thus indicating that Agent X had a 30-bag cushion
(R. 183-184). All passengers should have been checked in by that time (37 minutes prior to
departure)(R. 184). Asked ifhe had a flight where all passengers were checked in 37 minutes
prior to departure, with 120 bags, he would feel safe preplanning it to 150 bags (R. 184). In his
words, "Ifit was not over ATOG, yeah, that would be good." (R. 184).
Q. Is there any requirement that you've ever seen or any popup on the computer
that ifyou entered the information that way, that it would give you a message, an error
message saying you had to call dispatch?
A. No.
Q. Ifyou are over ATOG, does it give you a message to contact dispatch?
A. Yeah, popup ifyou're over.
Q. And it won't let you go any further until you either A. On a preflight, yeah, you can preflight it over, but it gives you a popup to tell
- that you have to make adjustments. (R. 184-185).
In an exchange with Union Counsel, Mr. Agent Y discussed the problem with bags that
were unaccounted for:
Q. Do you remember how many bags they said was actually on the aircraft, they
loaded on the aircraft?
A. 165.
Q. How many bags are they showing on this Gate Lead Report?
A. 152.
Board?

Q. Where do these bags come from? Could they explain that at the System
A. No. They had no idea where the extra bags came from. (R. 188).
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Significantly, Agent Y asserted that he was never told in recurrent training that ifhe were
at or near ATOG in his preplan he was to call dispatch (R. 188).
In an important exchange with Union Counsel, Agent Y testified as to what would
happen ifthe Grievant would have called dispatch when he had done his preplan knowing that he
was at or near ATOG:
Q. Ifhe did like the Company is saying that he should have done and called
dispatch at that time, what's dispatch- what's the first question they are going to ask
him?
A. They are going to have- they are going to ask you what commodities do you
have on hand right.
Q. And that would have been the 120 and the freight?
A. 120, plus the freight. Ifhe knew about the freight ahead oftime. Because
since it's not on the- it was never manifested for that flight, I guess.
Q. But ifhe did know A. Ifhe did know about it.
Q. - they are going to want to know why your takeoff weight is at that time?
A. Right. What your zero fuel weight would be.
Q. And that's going to be all your commodities, fuel?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And ifyou have a 30-bag cushion from ATOG at that time, are they going to
give you more weight?
A. No.
Q. Why not?
A. Because you don't need it.
Q. And they're only going to give you what you need?
A. Right. Because in this case they would have had to cut fuel or male some
other adjustments, but I don't know. They are not going to give you something ifyou
don't need it.
Q. And you got to witness all the testimony at the System Board, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Did Agent X testify at the System Board that he had contacted customer
service?A. Yes. (R. 189-190).
During cross examination Smith again asserted, in no uncertain terms, that ifyou prepIan
your flight and you are at ATOG "you are not required to do anything about it." (R. 191).
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On re-direct, Smith acknowledged that when the Grievant did his preplan at 37 minutes
prior to departure, he was not at ATOG, he was not at 150 bags at that time. In his words, "he
wasn't even close." (R. 195).
Q. So, ifl'm doing my preflight as Agent X did and I'm at 120 bags and mu
limit is 150, I've still got 30 bags that I can check in, right?
A. Sure.
Q. So it's not just one bag or one stroller would have put it over?
A. Not going to get 30 strollers.
Q. Right. Let's hope not.
A. Yeah.
Q. Unless you're working on Orlando flight.
A. Close.
Q. So what the Company was trying to get across wasn't actually indicative of
what you would actually- what's actually happening when you do your preflight.
A. A preflight is just made-up numbers of what you might- the max you might
get on that flight.
Q. And ifl tell the ramp supervisor 150 bags and he confers, yeah, that's
probably the most we'll get and he goes over 150 bags, he's suppose to call you, isn't he?
A. I would think so, yes. He should.
Q. Be part of his job?
A. It is part of his job. (R. 195-196).
B.

Discussion and Analysis

In an exchange with Mr. Bums, I attempted to vector in on what exactly the Grievant did
wrong that caused his termination:
Q. [By Arbitrator Hill]: Just so there is no misunderstanding- and again, I don't
have a horse in this race.
So there is no misunderstanding, with specificity, what exactly did the Grievant
do wrong that caused you to lose confidence in his ability to do this job, as you said? Did
he- was the preplan not up to snuff?
A. [By Mr. Bums]: No. And I'm sorry, I might not have communicated that
exactly earlier or-
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This, of course, is one problem for the Company in making out a case for
termination for another instance of poor job performance.
Discussing his preplan (during cross examination), Agent X testified that he
preplanned for 1,900 pounds - "1,800 and something is what it actually came out to, and I
preplanned it for 1,900." (R. 155). An exchange with Company Counsel makes the Grievant's
point, specifically that he need not call dispatch even if at ATOG if he has a "cushion" built in:
Q. So is it your testimony sir that if you preplanned your flight at ATOG,
there is nothing else you need to do until you load the passengers and the freight?
A. At this point, no, because I had a 30-bag cushion. I still had almost a
thousand pounds worth of bags that I had to play with, plus a hundred pounds of
freight.
Q. So you were right at zero. Your trainer has taught you there is nothing else
you need to so at that juncture?
A. The preplan was at zero. What my actual was at that time was still a thousand
to 1,100 pounds under ATOG.

* * *
Q. Is it your testimony that you can preplan a flight right at ATOG and you
don't need to do anything else until you load the plane? Is that your testimony?
A. Not when I have that kind of cushion, no.
Q. If I didn't have that kind of cushion, I probably would have called
dispatch and said, hey, look, I'm right at where I need to be. I need more weight.
(R. 156).
At all times the Grievant maintained that knowing "I had the 30-bag cushion, there was
no need or reason for me to call dispatch."
Q. So your testimony is if you had been over at the preplan, then you knew you
would have to call dispatch?
A. If my - no. If my final - or if I would have had 150 bags at preplan, which is
what I preplanned for, if I would have already had that many bags, then, yes, I would
have called dispatch, but I didn't call them. I didn't have a reason to call them because
I had a 30-bag cushion and a hundred pounds of freight cushion on my preplan. (R.
157).
Noteworthy, the Grievant did not pull the 150 bag count out of the air. Rather, he
consulted with his ramp supervisor:
Q. Where are you showing your preplan when you have the cushion, or you mean
you just estimate 150?
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A. It was just an estimate, 150 bags. It was talking to the ramp sup as to about
how many bags we both felt we would get for this flight. (R. 157).
Consulting with appropriate supervisors and co-workers is exactly what the Company's
focus and training mandates.

* * *
All weights and balance cases are, with rare exception, difficult to decipher, and Agent
X's case is no exception. There is no serious dispute that the Grievant's preplan was
"okay", as indicated by Mr. Bums. What is really at issue here is a written document (EX 7) that
mandates calling dispatch when there is an overgross. A fair reading of EX 7 is this: An ops
agent who does not have an "overgross" (as defined in Step III in the exhibit) need not contact
dispatch. If in fact the Company wants its ops agents to call dispatch when ATOG is at zero,
even {(that employee has an existing "cushion" (as articulated by the Grievant), then it should
be clearly outlined in writing. Notwithstanding what may have been told the Grievant in his
training, generally written procedures will always trump oral declarations. If in fact the
Company desires that every time an employee is at ATOG, he is to call dispatch notwithstanding
any other variables (like a large cushion), simply outline that in a document similar to EX 7 (or
revise EX 7). 3 Operations agents should not be placed in a Draconian position regarding what is
formally in writing and what may have been said in training seminars.
Where does this leave the Grievant?
At the hearing the Grievant testified that, unlike his prior disciplinary letters for job
perfonnance issues (three for fueling errors, all unrelated to the alleged offense before me), he
elected to grieve this one because he felt like he was not treated fairly (R. 158). Given the
Grievant's testimony, which I find to be articulate, straightforward, with a ring of truth to it, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to rule that Agent X did anything wrong on December 20th. He
clearly had formulated a preplan with a cushion for unexpected weight and passengers. 4 It did
not help his situation that the ramp loaded more bags than he had planned for and, significantly,
more (13) than was manifested for the flight. 5 The fact that Agent X received a bin slip at
Crediting the testimony of Agent Y, an operations agent and former ramp supervisor, had Grievant contacted dispatch
at preplan time simply because ATOG was at zero, dispatch would have made no adjustments because Agent X did not need
anything at that time (R. 189-190, reprinted supra at 28-29).
4

Mr. Bettinger called it a "good cushion." In his words:
[Thirty-seven] 37 minutes before, he's looking at the screen. He knows people are checked in. He knows
there are 120 bags down at T-point getting ready to be loaded. Now, moving forward he comes up with these mystery
bags and that puts him over.
At that juncture, I am not testifying that he preplanned to 120. I am saying 120 was there. He saw it, but he
had a cushion to go up to 150 bags. That was his cushion. With 37 minutes to go, that's a good cushion. (R. 181).

Likewise, Mr. Agent Y asserted that at System Board the manager said the Grievant "did an excellent preplan,
better than he could have done himself." (R. 185).
Mr. Bettinger credibly testified that "still to this day I believe there is a bag question and mystery of where those bags
So if they had missed some bags, they would have rerouted them, but the ramp sup should have contacted
came from. * * *
him ahead of every route, which that did not happen." (R. 162-163).
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push time really engendered a delay of sorts ("fait accompli" is the word lawyers would use to
describe what happened to the Grievant). What is before me is not the stuff that should end a
career of an employee who has clearly been recognized in the past with numerous
commendations (which, apparently, were never looked at by the manager when he reviewed the
Grievant's file). 6 To the extent that Management desires a result different that outlined in EX 7,
additional training is the answer (or a Letter of Instruction or Discussion Log), not termination.
For the above reasons, the following award is entered:
VII. AWARD
The grievance is sustained. The evidence record does not support a finding that the
Grievant did anything wrong on December 20, 2015 regarding Flight 137. Agent X is to be
returned to work with no loss of seniority and benefits and full make-whole relief. Jurisdiction is
retained in the event that the parties cannot reach an accord of what is owed the Grievant.
At the Company's discretion, Agent X is to undergo retraining that will maximize the
probability that any issues that caused a delay in this case will not reoccur.
As the party whose position is not sustained, pursuant to Article 20 (C) fees and expenses
are assessed against the Company.

Dated this 2nd day of July, 2016,
at DeKalb, Illinois, 60115.

Marvin Hill
Arbitrator

Q. Now, ifyou do your preplan and you contact the ramp sup and let him know that there is 150 bags, is
your preplan, and actually he confers with you to come up with that total, is it not a requirement for him to contact you
if they load more than 150 bags?
A. Absolutely. As a matter offact, I'm relying upon him doing it at that point. (R. 163).
Mr. Bettinger asserted that he has never had an employee disciplined for preparing a flight preplan to zero. He
acknowledged that he has seen discipline for preplanning to overgross (R. 163; UX 5).
6

Q. [By Mr. Brian Smith]: And do you remember me asking him ifhe reviewed his commendation
letters?A. ]By Mr. Agent Y]: He said he did not look at tha t. (R. 186).
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